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Bad Press

https://www.newscientist.com/article/2289747-almost-no-one-encrypts-their-emails-because-it-is-too-much-of-a-
hassle/#:~:text=Just%200.06%20per%20cent%20of,January%201994%20and%20July%202021.

IEEE S&P 2022
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Static vs. Dynamic Groups
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E2EE in Push Messaging
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For E2EE we need:
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encryption algorithms
(AES, ChaCha20)

encryption modes
(authenticated encryption)

symmetric keys

stateless via 
Public Key Encryption (PKE)

Key Encapsulation Mechanisms (KEM)

stateful via 
Authenticated Key Agreement

Ratcheting
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E-Mail Encryption is stateless

bob@b.org carol@c.fr

Bob

Carol

alice@a.com
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Double Ratchet – continuous DHKE
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Instant Messaging Security
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Overview of Messengers
IM Protocol Two-Party Group Real Time

Signal Double Ratchet (DR) DR WebRTC

WhatsApp DR Sender Key (SK) SRTP

Facebook Messenger DR with Message Franking SK with Message Franking Undocumented

Wire Proteus (≈DR; diff. AE) Proteus (≈DR) SRTP

Matrix Olm (≈DR; diff. KDF) Megolm (≈SK) WebRTC

Threema NIKE NIKE

iMessage Public-key encryption Public-key encryption SRTP

Telegram MTProto Unencrypted MTProto

• Novel cryptographic mechanism: Double Ratchet (DR)

• Forward Secrecy

• Future Secrecy
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IM Encryption: NIKE
Alice Bob

C2S C2S

Server

E2E

Figure 2: E2E and C2Sprotocol composition. Clients estab-

lish asecure channel with the server using the C2S protocol

(in yellow) to send and receive E2EE messages from other

users, which are relayed via the server (in green).

We first describe the cryptographic primitives used by

Threema and establish our notation. Then we analyze the

registration protocol, the E2E protocol, and the C2S proto-

col. Finally, we briefly cover the backup mechanisms. For

completeness, we also include a description of the contact

discovery mechanism in Appendix A.

2.1 Cryptographic Pr imitives and Notation

The protocols used by Threema rely on standard crypto-

graphic primitives. The main tool used is the cr ypt o_box

abstraction provided by the Networking and Cryptography

Library (NaCl) [11] which consists of a Curve25519 Diffie-

Hellman key agreement, followed by encryption with an Au-

thenticated Encryption with Additional Data (AEAD) algo-

rithm. TheAEAD algorithm used by NaCl is thenonce-based

XSalsa20-Poly1305. As a convention, long-term keys will be

indicated with the same letter as the symbol for the user, with

the public key in uppercase and the private key in lowercase

(e.g. user A has private key a and public key A). Wereserve

(x,X), (y,Y), and (z,Z) for values used as ephemeral keys.

Let X25519(·) denotetheNaCl function that takesaprivate

key and a public key, and outputs a shared secret byte string.

In NaCl, this string results from applying the hsalsa20 key

derivation function to the byte representation of the shared

elliptic curvepoint and afixed nonce. Internally, the X25519

algorithm operates on the Curve25519 elliptic curve: the al-

gorithm uses 32-byte scalars as private keys and computes

the scalar multiplication of the chosen base point of the curve

g with the private key to obtain a 32-byte public key. We will

use multiplicative notation for such operations: e.g. secret

key a hasacorresponding public key A = ga for some fixed

generator g. Wedenote by (x,X)  $ KeyGen() thekey gener-

ation procedure of Curve25519, which outputsaprivatekey x

and apublic key X = gx. Let K be an AEAD key; we denote

by EK(m;n) the encryption of message m under key K using

nonce n, and by DK(m;n) the corresponding decryption op-

eration. If the decryption fails, we assume that the algorithm

returns aspecial value ? . This may happen, for example, if

the ciphertext has been tampered with, or if the wrong key

Client A Client B
(sk,pk) = (a,A = ga) (sk,pk) = (b,B = gb)

KA,B  X25519(a,B) KA,B  X25519(b,A)

n  $ { 0,1} 128

noncesA  noncesA [ { n}

ctxt  EKA,B
(ptxt ;n)

src||dst ||. . .||n||ctxt

if n 2 noncesB : discard

ptxt  DKA,B
(ctxt ;n)

noncesB  noncesB [ { n}

Figure3: User A sending ptxt to user B with theE2E protocol.

The set noncesU represents the nonce database of user U.

was used to decrypt.

Wedenoteby k  KDF(K,s , t ) aKey Derivation Function

taking some key material K, a salt s , and a label t as input,

and producing key k as output. Threema uses a KDF based

on the Blake2b hash function [55].

2.2 Registration Protocol

In order to create a new account and register it with the

Threema server, each user generates a Curve25519 key pair

(a,A). The entropy for the generation of the key pair is taken

from system randomness, as well as random user input which

is processed and mixed with the former to obtain the 32-byte

private key a. The client later runs a registration protocol

with the server to prove knowledge of a. This is done via a

challenge-response exchange run over aTLS-protected con-

nection: the client sends A to the server. The server replies

with an ephemeral public key X and amessage m. The client

computes K = X25519(a,X) and AEAD-encrypts m using K

and afixed nonce (“cr eat eI dent i t y r esponse. ” ) to create

a response. If this response decrypts correctly and yields mas

plaintext, the server accepts the registration and then issues a

new Threema ID, storing it along with the public key of the

user in the Threema database.

2.3 Threema End-to-End Protocol

The Threema E2E protocol, depicted in Figure 3, is con-

cerned with guaranteeing end-to-end security of messages.

Every user Ui of theprotocol hasan alphanumeric 8-character

identity IDUi
(the Threema ID, or simply ID), a private

key ui , and a corresponding public key Ui = gui . Messages

sent from user Ui to user U j are encrypted under KUi ,U j
=

X25519(ui ,U j ) = X25519(u j ,Ui), a static Diffie-Hellman

key. Note that the same key is derived by user Ui for U j as

the one from user U j for Ui : the key KUi ,U j
is bidirectional.

A message m isfirst serialized into abyte string, and pre-

fixed with abyte that indicates themessage type. Thespecific

serialization method depends on the message itself. For in-

4

Threema

Old Threema Protocol: NIKE

NIKE: Security properties similar to 
secure E-Mail
• Private key compromise in NIKE: all 

messages to and from the client can 
be decrypted

• Other problems (see paper below, 
fixed)

USENIX 2022
https://breakingthe3ma.app
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IM Encryption: PKE

iMessage

Modified Hybrid Encryption (PKE + AES-CTR) and digital signature

Usenix 2016
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IM Encryption: DHKE?

Telegram

Only the symmetric 
encryption of MTProto was 
investigated

IEEE S&P 2022
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Agenda

• Push Messaging: E-Mail, SMS, Instant Messaging

• E2EE in Push Messaging: Similarities and Differences
• E2EE vs. Transport Encryption

• Stateless vs. Stateful E2EE

• Static vs. Dynamic Groups

• Instant Messaging Security
• Outliers: Threema, iMessage, Telegram

• Double Ratchet: Signal, WhatsApp, Facebook Messenger, Wire, Matrix

• IM Interoperability?

• EFAIL: Why is it still around?
• Recap: Malleability Gadgets and Direct Exfiltration

• How to reliably prevent EFAIL
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Double Ratchet – continuous DHKE
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Key and URL via Text Message

File Server

Smartphone 
Alice

Smartphone 
Bob

Hi, Bob, here‘s

my new dog.

URL key k

Encrypt 
with k

Decrypt 
with k

URL URL
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Group Communication: Pairwise Ratcheting
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Group Communication: Sender Key
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Group Communication: Static Group Key

Smartphone 
Alice

Smartphone 
Bob

key kG

Smartphone 
Carol

key kG

kG
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IETF MLS

• IETF Standard

• Stateful like Double Ratchet

• Needs synchronization server

pka ska pkb skb pkc skc pkd skd

pkabcd skabcd

pkcd skcdpkab skab
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Instant Messaging 
Interoperability
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Requirements DMA
Functional Interop: Two-Party, Groups, Real Time

End-to-End Confidentiality:

“The level of security, including the end-to-end encryption, [...] shall be preserved 
across the interoperable services.” §3 

Metadata Protection:

“The gatekeeper shall collect and exchange [...] only the personal data of end users 
that is strictly necessary [...].” §8

Abuse Prevention:

“The gatekeeper [should be able to take] measures to [...] not endanger the 
integrity, security and privacy of its services [...].” §9
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Technical Report about 
interoperability of IM

www.bundesnetzagentur.de/online-kommunikation#IOPStudy

http://www.bundesnetzagentur.de/online-kommunikation#IOPStudy
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Where to ‘translate’ E2EE?
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cryptographic library

Standardized E2EE 
interface
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IETF MIMI
„The More Instant Messaging 
Interoperability (MIMI) working
group will specify the minimal set
of mechanisms required to make
modern Internet messaging
services interoperable.“

„The working group will aim to
achieve the strongest usable
security and privacy properties for
each targeted functional
requirement.“
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Standardization Goal
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Identities, Key Distribution, Trust

• Standardize naming scheme similar to e-mail:

localname@interop.whatsapp.com

Local username 
in WhatsApp

Standardized name of IM provider
Most flexible: DNS domain
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Identities, Key Distribution, Trust
• Standardize initial authentication:

• IM providers use long-lived signature or X3DH keys to authenticate users

• Signature key can be adapted to any authentication scheme
• If signatures are used to authenticate users, use them directly

• If X3DH is used, sign a long-lived X3DH key of the user

• Standardize signature schemes for key distribution and Trust 
establishment
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Text messaging

• Double Ratchet de facto standard for key management

• many details differ and need to be standardized

• MLS may become an alternative once it is deployed

IM Protocol Two-Party Group Real Time

Signal Double Ratchet (DR) DR WebRTC

WhatsApp DR Sender Key (SK) SRTP

Facebook Messenger DR with Message Franking SK with Message Franking Undocumented

Wire Proteus (≈DR; diff. AE) Proteus (≈DR) SRTP

Matrix Olm (≈DR; diff. KDF) Megolm (≈SK) WebRTC

Threema NIKE NIKE

iMessage Public-key encryption Public-key encryption SRTP

Telegram MTProto Unencrypted MTProto
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Summary IM Interoperability

• E2EE Confidentiality & Privacy:
• Required by DMA!
• Practically achievable through APIs and/or standardization ✔

• Gatekeeper API vs. IM Standard
• Standardization: 

• Slow
• Equal overhead for all parties

• Gatekeeper API: 
• Fast, agile
• Cryptographic library provided by the gatekeeper

• Approach
• Start with API, standardize only basic functionality
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Can we get rid of                 ?
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OpenPGP and S/MIME Usability

• Learn from IM!

• Allow expert users to configure manually

• Help non-expert users by making decisions for them …
• … but keep at least TOFU (OpenPGP Autocrypt)
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Are EFAIL and 
REPLY Attacks 
Still a 
Problem?
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Use Cases for E-Mail E2E Encryption

Alice

Bob

Carol

From: Alice@a.org

To: Bob@b.com

CC: Carol@c.net

Date:

Subject: Secret!

Content-Type: 

multipart/encrypted;

Content-Type: 

multipart/encrypted;

Content-Type: 

application/pgp-encrypted

Content-Type: 

application/octet-stream
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REPLY

From: Bob@b.com

To: Alice@a.org

Date:

Subject: Re: Secret!

Content-Type: 

multipart/encrypted;

Content-Type: 

multipart/encrypted;

Content-Type: 

application/pgp-encrypted

Content-Type: 

application/octet-stream

content is re-
encrypted
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Doris
FORWARD

From: Bob@b.com
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Use Cases for E-Mail E2E Encryption
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Changing the context of an encrypted email 
requires decryption and re-encryption!

content is re-
encrypted

content is re-
encrypted
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Decryption Context

Alice

Bob

Carol

From: Alice@a.org

To: Bob@b.com

CC: Carol@c.net

Date:

Subject: Secret!

Content-Type: 

multipart/encrypted;

Content-Type: 

multipart/encrypted;

Content-Type: 

application/pgp-encrypted

Content-Type: 

application/octet-stream

REPLY

REPLY

SMTP context:
determines REPLY actions

MIME context:
determines exfiltration 

channels
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Decryption Context vs. Ciphertext

REPLY FORWARD

Decryption 
Context

changes changes

Ciphertext changes changes
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Attack Classes

Alice

Bob

Carol

From: Alice@a.org

To: Bob@b.com

CC: Carol@c.net

Date:

Subject: Secret!

Content-Type: 

multipart/encrypted;

<img src=http//attacker.org

Content-Type: application/pgp-

encrypted

Content-Type: 

application/octet-stream

Attacker
HTTP GET

Alice

Bob

Carol
multipart/
encrypted

REPLY

REPLY

text/
html

From: Alice@a.org

To: Bob@b.com

CC: Carol@c.net

Date:

Subject: Secret!

Content-Type: 

multipart/mixed

text/
html

Attacker
HTTP GET

Alice

Bob

Carol

From: Alice@a.org

Repl y- To:  At t acker @x. or g

To: Bob@b.com

CC: Carol@c.net

Date:

Subject: Secret!

Content-Type: 

multipart/encrypted

Content-Type: 

application/pgp-encrypted

Content-Type: 

application/octet-stream

REPLY

REPLY

Attacker

EFAIL Malleability Gadgets EFAIL Direct Exfiltration REPLY attacks

• ciphertext is modified

• mitigated through AEAD

• SENDER-enforced
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Attack Classes

Alice
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Content-Type: 
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HTTP GET

Alice

Bob

Carol
multipart/
encrypted

REPLY
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html
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CC: Carol@c.net

Date:

Subject: Secret!

Content-Type: 

multipart/mixed

text/
html

Attacker
HTTP GET

Alice

Bob

Carol

From: Alice@a.org

Repl y- To:  At t acker @x. or g

To: Bob@b.com

CC: Carol@c.net

Date:

Subject: Secret!

Content-Type: 

multipart/encrypted

Content-Type: 

application/pgp-encrypted

Content-Type: 

application/octet-stream

REPLY

REPLY

Attacker

EFAIL Malleability Gadgets EFAIL Direct Exfiltration REPLY attacks

• ciphertext is modified

• mitigated through AEAD

• SENDER-enforced

• MIME context is modified

• different partial mitigations

• RECIPIENT-enforced

• novel attack variants
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Attack Classes

Alice

Bob

Carol

From: Alice@a.org

To: Bob@b.com

CC: Carol@c.net

Date:

Subject: Secret!

Content-Type: 

multipart/encrypted;

<img src=http//attacker.org

Content-Type: application/pgp-

encrypted

Content-Type: 

application/octet-stream

Attacker
HTTP GET

Alice

Bob

Carol
multipart/
encrypted

REPLY

REPLY

text/
html

From: Alice@a.org

To: Bob@b.com

CC: Carol@c.net

Date:

Subject: Secret!

Content-Type: 

multipart/mixed

text/
html

Attacker
HTTP GET

Alice

Bob

Carol

From: Alice@a.org

Repl y- To:  At t acker @x. or g

To: Bob@b.com

CC: Carol@c.net

Date:

Subject: Secret!

Content-Type: 

multipart/encrypted

Content-Type: 

application/pgp-encrypted

Content-Type: 

application/octet-stream

REPLY

REPLY

Attacker

EFAIL Malleability Gadgets EFAIL Direct Exfiltration REPLY attacks

• ciphertext is modified

• mitigated through AEAD

• SENDER-enforced

• MIME context is modified

• different partial mitigations

• RECIPIENT-enforced

• novel attack variants

• SMTP context is modified

• no mitigation
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Decryption Context vs. Ciphertext

REPLY FORWARD EFAIL-MG EFAIL-DE REPLY-Att.

Decryption 
Context

changes changes same modified modified

Ciphertext changes changes modified same same
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Decryption Context vs. Ciphertext

REPLY FORWARD EFAIL-MG EFAIL-DE REPLY-Att.

Decryption 
Context

changes changes same modified modified

Ciphertext changes changes modified same same

Mitigation - - AE(AD)
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Decryption Context vs. Ciphertext

REPLY FORWARD EFAIL-MG EFAIL-DE REPLY-Att.

Decryption 
Context

changes changes same modified modified

Ciphertext changes changes modified same same

Mitigation - - AEAD AEAD with DC as 
AD

AEAD with DC as 
AD
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Decryption Context: Example

E-mail source code

DC string
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AEAD: Authenticated Encryption with 
Associated Data - Decryption

<html>

Dear Bob,

I am writing to you in this higly

confidential matter, which also should be 

known to Carol and Curt, but to no one else. 

...

MIAGCSqGSIb3DQEHA6CAMIACAQAxggHXMIIB0wIB...

from:Alice <alice@a.org>\r\n

to:Bob <bob@b.com>\r\n

cc:Carol <carol@c.net>\r\n

cc:Curt <curt@cc.net>\r\n

subject:Confidential\r\n

:mimepath:application/pkcs7-mime; smime-type=enveloped-data\r\n

h=from:reply-to:to:cc:bcc:subject;m=mimepath

MAC

Check MAC

Decrypt

allow 
decryption

MAC
valid

⊥
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AEAD: Authenticated Encryption with 
Associated Data - Decryption

MIAGCSqGSIb3DQEHA6CAMIACAQAxggHXMIIB0wIB...

from:Alice <attacker@efail.de>\r\n

to:Bob <bob@b.com>\r\n

cc:Carol <carol@c.net>\r\n

cc:Curt <curt@cc.net>\r\n

subject:Confidential\r\n

:mimepath:application/pkcs7-mime; smime-type=enveloped-data\r\n

h=from:reply-to:to:cc:bcc:subject;m=mimepath

MAC

Check MAC

Decrypt

allow 
decryption

MAC
invalid

⊥
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Evaluation: Implementation

Table 2: Headers from the original message, as used in Reply and Reply-Al l draf t emails by popular email cl ients.

Any of these headers can be used by an attacker to ex ltrate plaintext af ter decryption in a REPLY attack.

Reply Reply-Al l

Precedence Header Field G
m

ai
l

A
pp

le
iP

ho
ne

A
pp

le
iM

ai
l

O
ut

lo
ok

20
16

O
ut

lo
ok

.co
m

Thu
nd

er
bi
rd

68

KM
ai
l 5

O
th

er
s
1

G
m

ai
l

A
pp

le
iP

ho
ne

A
pp

le
iM

ai
l

O
ut

lo
ok

20
16

O
ut

lo
ok

.co
m

Thu
nd

er
bi
rd

68

KM
ai
l 5

O
th

er
s
1

1. Mai l - Fol l owup- To  - - - - - G# -  - - - -  - -

2. Repl y - - - - - - G# - - - - - - - - -

3. Mai l - Repl y- To - - - - -  - - - - - - - - - -

4. Repl y- To  G#    G# G# #  G#    G# G# #

5. Fr om  G# G# G# H#  G# #  G# G# G# H#  G# #

6. Sender - - - G# H# - - - - - - G# H# - - -

7. Resent - Fr om G# - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

always To - - - - - - - -  G#     G# #

always Cc - - - - - - - -  G#     G# #

always Bcc - - - - - - - - - -  -  - - -

always Appar ent l y- To - - - - - - - -  - - - - - - -

Headers used in draft:  = all, G# = rst, H# = last, # = any (diverse)
1 K9-Android mobile app; AOL, GMX and mail.ru web mail.

Figure 5: Decryption context prevents decryption of emails

with modi ed SMTP headers (Figure 2 c).

Enigmail . We added a new account setting dcPol i cy to set the

DC policy P that should be used for outgoing emails from this

account. For incoming encrypted emails, the DC policy is provided

in the email as header. In either case, the DC string is calculated

from the provided policy string P using the headers and the MIME

path of theencrypted element, and passed to GnuPG as custom AD.

If decryption fails, an error message is shown (seeFigure5).

Overhead. Our modi cations to GnuPG add 28new lines of source

code and modify 4 existing lines. Our modi cations to Enigmail

add 204 lines and modify 15 lines. These numbers show that legacy

systems can easily be retro tted to support the decryption context

mechanism.

7 DEFINING SECURE DC POLICIES

For now, wehaveshown that it is possible to de ne and implement

decryption context policies which mitigate basic attacks. In the fol-

lowing, wepresent theconstruction of astrong policy Pstrong. This

policy prevents all known EFAIL-DE and REPLY attacks possible

due to changes in the SMTPand MIME contexts.

7.1 Security Guarantees from AEAD

Let M be the original email and MIME element, let DC be the

original decryption context, and let P betheDCpolicy contained in

DC. Then any attack that uses a modi ed email and MIME element

M⇤with

DC(M, P) , DC(M⇤, P)

will fail, sinceAEAD.Decwill only return adecryption error. Please

note that P cannot simply select all SMTP headers and all unen-

crypted MIME parts for inclusion in DC, since SMTP headers may

be added during SMTP transport, and the MIME structure may be

slightly changed by some email service providers (e.g., Microsoft

Outlook). Thus there is always a possibility to construct some mod-

i ed email M0 for which DC(M, P) = DC(M0, P). So what wehave

to show is that for a suitably de ned DC policy Pstrong and a suit-

ably restricted email structure Mstrong, if DC(Mstrong, Pstrong) =

DC(M0, Pstrong), then no EFAIL-DE and REPLY attacks are possible.

From now on, we assume that a suitably secure AEAD scheme is

used, guaranteeing integrity of ciphertext (INT-CTXT, [4]).

7.2 De ning Pstrong and Mstrong

For Mstrong, we only allow a limited number of MIME types for the

root elements which are summarized in Table 3. We set P
strong

MIME
B

(" mi mepat h" ).

To de ne P
strong

SMTP
, let R = {r1,r2, ...,rn } be the set of all reply-

related headers (see Section 5); if a Reply or Reply-All action is

triggered by the user, each email client will use one or more of

these headers to determine the email address which will be used to

send the reply to. Then weset P
strong

SMTP
B (r1,r2, . . . ,rn ).

In the rest of our security analysis, we assume that email clients

conform to RFC speci cations. In particular we assume that re-

strictions on the MIME structure de ned in the standards are

Based on

• Enigmail OpenPGP plugin for 
Thunderbird

• Experimental version of 
GnuPG with AEAD support 
(RFC 4880-bis-08)

• 1 week, 250 LoC
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Evaluation: False Positives

• Only Outlook.com
(Exchange), well known issue
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ABSTRACT

OpenPGP and S/MIME are two major standards for securing email

communication introduced in the early 1990s. Three recent classes

of attacks exploit weak cipher modes (EFAIL Malleability Gadgets,

or EFAIL-MG), the exibility of the MIME email structure (EFAIL

Direct Ex ltration, or EFAIL-DE), and the Reply action of the email

client (REPLY attacks). Although all three break message con den-

tiality by using standardized email features, only EFAIL-MG has

been mitigated in IETF standards with the introduction of Authen-

ticated Encryption with Associated Data (AEAD) algorithms. So far,

no uniform and reliable countermeasures have been adopted by

email clients to prevent EFAIL-DEand REPLY attacks. Instead, email

clients implement a variety of di erent ad-hoc countermeasures

which are only partially e ective, cause interoperability problems,

and fragment the secureemail ecosystem.

Wepresent the rst generic countermeasure against both REPLY

and EFAIL-DE attacks by checking the decryption context including

SMTP headers and MIME structure during decryption. The decryp-

tion context is encoded into a string DC and used as Associated

Data (AD) in the AEAD encryption. Thus the proposed solution

seamlessly extendstheEFAIL-MG countermeasures. Thedecryption

context changes whenever an attacker alters the email source code

in a critical way, for example, if the attacker changes the MIME

structure or adds a new Repl y- To header. The proposed solution

does not cause any interoperability problems and legacy emails

can still be decrypted. We evaluate our approach by implementing

the decryption contexts in Thunderbird/Enigmail and by verifying

their correct functionality after theemail hasbeen transported over

all major email providers, including Gmail and iCloud Mail.

CCSCONCEPTS

• Information systems ! Email ; • Securi ty and privacy !

Symmetric cryptography and hash functions.
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OpenPGP; S/MIME; EFAIL; AEAD; decryption contexts
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1 INTRODUCTION

For end-to-end encryption of emails, either S/MIME (Secure/Multi-

purpose Internet Mail Extensions) [35] or OpenPGP(Pretty Good

Privacy) [7] can beused. S/MIMEiscommonly used in corporations

and governments, and relies on a public key infrastructure (PKI).

OpenPGP is used by the technical community and recommended

to people working in high-risk environments [44]. Both standards

are designed to protect against powerful attackers who are able to

gain possession of encrypted email messages.

Email contexts. In general, every email has two contexts: the

MIME context and the SMTP context (Figure 1). The MIME con-

text determines the rendering of the email content, including the

parsers for HTML, CSSor URL invocation. The SMTPcontext de-

termines the communication pattern (i.e., sender and recipients),

SMTP-related actions (especially Reply and Reply-All), and also

some rendering (e.g., address display names, date, and subject).

1.1 Attacks on Email Encryption

We are interested in three main attack classes, which threaten the

con dentiality of encrypted emails:

• EFAIL-MG attacks [33], exploiting themalleability of block cipher

encryption modes used in email standards.

• EFAIL-DE attacks [33], exploiting standard MIME processing.

• REPLY attacks [22, 31], exploiting standard email actions.

Countermeasures against these attacks are summarized in Table 1,

both for standardization and applications.

EFAIL-MG. In 2018, Poddebniak et al. [33] introduced anew known

plaintext attack technique called malleability gadgets. Whenever a

malleable encryption mode is used (like CBC mode in S/MIME and

CFB modein OpenPGP), an attacker can transform asingle block of

known plaintext into many chosen plaintext blocks. These plaintext

fragments are chosen to include HTML code and are arranged in

a way such that the unknown plaintext is ex ltrated via benign

HTML featuressuch as image loads (ex ltration channels).

EFAIL-MG attacks can easily be mitigated through the introduc-

tion of AEAD encryption, which guarantees integrity of ciphertext

(INT-CTXT) [4]. Any modi cation of the ciphertext will then result

Session 5E: Infrastructure Security CCS '20, November 9–13, 2020, Virtual Event, USA
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We held two polls, one for context for encryption and one for 

context for signing, asking whether to include the context parameter 

in the draft without further specification of what its value should 

be. Both polls had 9 people declare opinions, and they came out with 

the same results for signing and encryption. Of the 9 expressing an 

opinion, 2 supported including context parameters in this draft 

without further specification, and 7 opposed. 

A followup poll, asking who thought this should be tackled by the WG 

after we complete the crypto refresh also had 9 participants, all of 

them in favor. 

My conclusion from the interim is that the consensus here is rougher 

than we'd all like, but we will probably not include an explicit 

context parameter in the crypto refresh. 

I would expect if the WG survives a rechartering, this would be one 

of the top priority items. 

--dkg
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Summary: Instant Messaging vs. Secure E-
Mail

E2EE

S/MIME & OpenPGP Ratcheting IM

message level transport level

Security 
properties

Hybrid PKE, stateless
Forward Secrecy, Future 

Secrecy, stateful

Message 
storage

Hybrid PKE, stateless Cleartext, local encryption

Attacks
EFAIL direct exfiltration, 

REPLY attacks
Threema, Telegram, ???
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Thanks for your attention!


